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The following are responses to the UTC regarding L2/06‐042, Proposal for Additional
Cyrillic Characters.

1. The UTC requests CYRILLIC LETTER REVERSED DZELO be renamed to CYRILLIC
LETTER REVERSED DZE
Ok.
2. RE: COMBINING CYRILLIC TEN THOUSANDS SIGN: Would COMBINING
ENCLOSING CIRCLE (U+20DD) do?
The human reader can only tell the difference by the context, not by the shape of
the glyph, therefore, if I understand current policy correctly, an annotation to
U+20DD COMBINING ENCLOSING CIRCLE should be sufficient.
Please add an annotation to U+20DD saying that it can be used as the Cyrillic ten
thousands sign.
3.(a) UNDIFFERENTIATED JER (used in transcribing documents where it is impossible
to differentiate between CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER HARD SIGN and CYRILLIC
SMALL LETTER SOFT SIGN) : Do Slavicists use this mark and can an example be
provided?
Yes, this mark is used quite regularly. See example in figure i below (but with a
poor glyph, due to limitations of Soviet typography).
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3. (b) BLENDED JUS: Please provide an example.
See below.

f. 53v of MS 880, National Library of Bulgaria
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Add. MS 39628, British Library
4. The UTC requested a sample showing COMBINING BREVE vs. COMBINING
KAVYKA.
The COMBINING BREVE character is differentiated by its shape, which is
narrower than the KAVYKA. Additional information will be provided by the
next UTC meeting.
5. CYRILLIC COMBINING PAEROK: Why can’t U+033E be used?
This character is to be distinguished from U+033E COMBINING VERTICAL
TILDE because of its variant glyph shapes. There are two common variants of the
paerok: one is similar to U+033E (lower one in image below), but the second
common variant (upper one in image below) is quite different. An example of
the combining PAEROK can be seen in figure ii below (page 4).

1631 Primer
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6. Can clearer examples of the COMBINING CYRILLIC ISO and COMBINING
CYRILLIC APOSTROF be provided? Particularly helpful would be examples showing
how the acute (or grave) and combining marks appear differently when occurring alone
vs. when they appear in combination in the iso or apostrof.
Additional information is being collected. Examples of COMBINING CYRILLIC
ISO and APOSTROF, as well as the acute (oxia), grave (varia) and smooth
breathing (legkaja) are shown on figure ii below.

Fig.ii.

